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all our coast. This loss in territory and prestige would de-
press the Monarchy into a Small State.;; 33
This peaceful incorporation of all South Slavs into the
Hapsburg Empire was often dwelt upon by Conrad, In
June, 1913, on the eve of the Second Balkan War the
Austrian Military Attache in Belgrade reported that there
was a party in Serbia in favor of it. The idea was that
Austria-Hungary should cede to Serbia the South Slavs,
and to Rumania her kindred populations in Transylvania,
and that the Serbian and Rumanian Kingdoms, thus en-
larged, should be incorporated into a federal Hapsburg Em-
pire and have somewhat the same constitutional position
as the Kingdoms of Saxony and-Bavaria in the German
Empire. But it was generally agreed that this peaceful
incorporation of.Serbia and Rumania was impracticable,
because the two kindoms would never consent to give up
their complete independence. The analogy with Saxony
and Bavaria was hardly apt, since their population was
solidly of the same nationality as the rest of the German
Empire, while Rumania and Serbia were not only of abso-
lutely different nationality from the Germans in Austria
and the Magyars in Hungary, but had come to regard
them with deep hostility. Moreover, Vienna and Buda-
pest looked down in aristocratic contempt upon Bel-
grade and Bucharest as representing totally different and
inferior civilizations. Doubtless also the Triple Entente
would have raised strenuous objections to any such
apparent strengthening of Austria and consequently of
Germany.
A second scheme, which was regarded as more practical
and hopeful by many, was altogether different and was in
flat contradiction to Conrad's view of the inevitability of
Jugoslav unification. It had long been favored by Count
33 Conrad, II, 380. Baron Conrad reiterated frequently this view
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